moves in the direction of polemic and tells us that that such understandings are fundamentally ideological, gendered, and 'tainted by reactionary history.' (She concludes one chapter with the warning: 'Study and critique of these myths must be vigilant in reading the romantic and mystifying views that have their roots in nineteenth-century ideas about race, gender, and nationalism, especially when considering calls to place the north at the centre of future national imagining.') Tracing out 'the familiar quest position of separation, initiation, and return' in ethnographic scholarship and popular adventure tales, Hulan thinks the Native perspective and presence has been overwritten by the appropriation of the North as a cultural symbol that produces stereotypes useful to the dominant culture. Grace, in contrast, sees the dominant discourse as more flexible and complex and as evolving and subject to challenge. (She takes Tomson Highway's Kiss of the Fur Queen as exemplifying the possibility of an effective response to tradition: 'In one magical stroke Highway has indigenised the Christian Holy Family, and inscribed the Cree version of how babies arrive on earth into the discursive formation of the North.') As correctives to one another, it is good to have both. The culmination of a career-long project, Grace's study is more satisfying not only because the publisher has given it a handsome presentation and not least because it is a pleasure to be carried along by her enthusiasm. The hermeneutics of suspicion that guide Hulan's analysis has its own energy, but Northern Experience is burdened by a young scholar's concern for rectitude and overdependence on secondary authority. Drawing on long experience, Grace writes with an assured personal voice that can make us want to learn more about works previously unfamiliar as well as show us familiar objects from a fresh perspective.
Nevertheless, because Hulan is critical of what she characterizes as 'a way of imagining a nation through the Romantic notion of consciousness,' the argument in Northern Experience has gained in intensity since it went to press. Events such as the US invasion of Iraq and the Russian-Chechen conflict again remind us just how dangerous the idea of nation can be and again show us that shared belief systems not only construct nations but justify the spilling of blood. Our discourses do, therefore, need to be held up to this kind of self-conscious and critical scrutiny. Yet I am at loss when I try to imagine what can replace nation, and unsure if nations ever can function without unifying themselves through some form of shared symbolism. The debate around whether Canada should enter or remain apart from a war-making coalition strongly reinforced the need for an independent nation in North America's North. The formation of national identity that made the debate possible, a reader of Grace's book might conclude, has depended on our long history of shared symbolic discourse.
In the passages that frame her conclusion, Grace responds intensely to this discourse. There, as a way of escaping a reduction of North to physical place, she invokes the idea of Magnetic, rather than Polar, North: 'I am fascinated by the fact that Magnetic North cannot be located with absolute precision except in the measuring of its movement, and I am intrigued by its power, its magnetic force. ... [T] he magnetism of the North can attract (is even irresistible to) everyone who lives, or comes to live, in Canada. JinMe Yoon confirms this in her photographic writing-back called A Group of Sixty-Seven (1996) The subtitle of this book provides a fair indication of its content. The Canadian Federalist Experiment chronicles the progress (here, actually, the collapse) of an idea monarchical government dressed in North American federal finery succumbing to republican, that is, rights-conscious, limited government. This account of nineteenth-century intent and twenty-firstcentury reality is presented less in the tone of lament (see by contrast George Grant's 1965 indictment of the Canadian establishment's failure of will in its relations with the United States) than as an inventory of what has been lost of Canada's original exceptionalism.
At one level it is a familiar tale. The Fathers of Confederation sought to escape the restraints and near-paralysis of colonial politics through consolidation, but not on the model of the United States. To their mind states rights had led to the Civil War, but US democracy fed demagoguery all the time. This was to be expected because in republics political virtue, they believed, flowed up from the bottom; in monarchies the movement was reversed all was top down. And Canada, notwithstanding its size and social complexity, was to be a very top-down country, beginning with monarchy.
In Victorian politics, here and in Britain, executive power arose from and was responsible (only) to the legislature. The theorist of this centralized constitutional vision was the seventeenth century's Thomas Hobbes, as Frederick Vaughan is at some pains to demonstrate. There is no shortage of examples of high centralization in Canada, among them the federal government's power of appointment, reservation, and disallowance, and Parliament's declaratory and unlimited taxing powers. Still, academics fail
